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ABSTRACT

Modern software systems are becoming increasingly com-
plex, relying on a lot of third-party library support. Li-
brary behaviors are hence an integral part of software be-
haviors. Analyzing them is as important as analyzing the
software itself. However, analyzing libraries is highly chal-
lenging due to the lack of source code, implementation in
different languages, and complex optimizations. We observe
that many Java library functions provide excellent documen-
tation, which concisely describes the functionalities of the
functions. We develop a novel technique that can construct
models for Java API functions by analyzing the documen-
tation. These models are simpler implementations in Java
compared to the original ones and hence easier to analyze.
More importantly, they provide the same functionalities as
the original functions. Our technique successfully models
326 functions from 14 widely used Java classes. We also
use these models in static taint analysis on Android apps
and dynamic slicing for Java programs, demonstrating the
effectiveness and efficiency of our models.

1. INTRODUCTION
Libraries are widely used in modern programming to en-

capsulate modular functionalities and hide platform specific
details from developers. They substantially improve pro-
grammers’ productivity. But on the other hand, they make
software analysis very challenging. The reason is that li-
brary behavior is an integral part of software behavior such
that software analysis cannot avoid analyzing library behav-
iors. Unfortunately, the source code of libraries may not be
available. Many libraries are mixed with many languages,
sometimes even in assembly code. Library implementations
are usually highly optimized and full of sophisticated engi-
neering tricks that are difficult for analysis engines to handle.
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As an important but very challenging problem, model-
ing library functions has been studied by many previous
works [27, 13, 21]. However, most of them require man-
ually constructing models. This puts a lot of burden on
the analysis developers. It can hardly scale to large projects
that usually make use of a large number of library functions.
[21] uses dynamic dependence summaries to improve analy-
sis. However, the technique does not model the functionali-
ties of library functions but rather their dependencies. The
summary may not be accurate when conditional statements
are involved and the training set is not of high quality. [23]
tries to automatically generate models for library/system
functions using satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver.
The technique requires substantial manual efforts and does
not scale well due to the very large search space.

According to our observation, API documentation, like
Javadoc and .NET documentation, usually contains wealthy
information about the library functions, such as the behav-
iors of a function and the exceptions the function may throw.
Thus it is feasible to generate models for library functions
from such API documentation. However, it is still challeng-
ing to do so since accurate linguistic analysis is needed to
analyze API documentation.

This paper proposes a novel approach to generate models
from Javadocs in natural languages. These models are code
snippets that have the same functionalities as the original
implementations but are much simpler in complexity. They
can replace the original library functions during software
analysis. Our contributions are highlighted as follows.

• We propose a novel and practical technique to gen-
erate substantially simplified Java code that models
libraries. It allows software analysis to reason about li-
brary behaviors, without suffering from problems such
as lack of source code and library implementations be-
ing too complex to analyze.

• We identify technical challenges of applying NLP tech-
niques in modeling libraries and propose solutions to
these problems.

• We implement a prototype which automatically mod-
els 326 functions in 14 commonly used Java container
classes. The application of these models in Android
app static taint analysis and Java dynamic slicing shows
that these models precisely represent the library func-
tion behaviors and improve the efficiency and effective-
ness of the analysis.



1 public void add(int index, E element){

2 rangeCheckForAdd(index);

3 ensureCapacityInternal(size + 1);

4 System.arrayCopy(elementData, index, elementData, index

+ 1, size - index);

5 elementData[index] = element;

6 size++;

7 }

Figure 1: The method add() in the class ArrayList

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Models in Software Analysis
Many program analyses require proper reasoning about

libraries as their behaviors are an integral part of the soft-
ware behavior. For example, program slicing [9], taint anal-
ysis [19] and information flow tracking [18] need to know the
dependencies between input and output variables of a library
function. Symbolic execution engines like [11] require precise
models of libraries to construct correct symbolic constraints,
and model checkers like Java PathFinder [34] need appro-
priate models of libraries to combat the state space explo-
sion problem. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult and time-
consuming to obtain either this kind of dependencies or the
models due to the following reasons. First, the source code
of library functions is often beyond reach. Even if the source
code is available, it is still very challenging to analyze the
code, owning to the fact that the source code tends to be pro-
hibitively large, mix multiple programming languages, and
contain substantial optimizations and engineering tricks. It
is often the case that a single invocation to an API func-
tion may lead to a large number of invocations to functions
internal to the library, substantially adding the complexity
and cost of software analysis. Furthermore, many libraries
have inherent cross-platform support, making analysis even
harder.

Take the Java standard library as an example. The Java
Development Kit (JDK) contains the Java standard library
source code (version 8.0), the size of which is 81.7MB. There
are more than 10000 classes and 80000 methods. To achieve
the binary level compatibility of native library methods across
all Java virtual machine (JVM) implementations on a given
platform, JDK libraries invoke native methods through the
Java Native Interface (JNI) framework. These native meth-
ods are implemented in other languages such as C++ and
assembly, and their source code is unavailable in general. Be-
sides, there are multiple implementations for such a method
on different architectures and JVMs. Fig. 1 shows a sim-
ple library function add (int index, E element) in the Ar-
rayList class. There are three function calls, including Sys-
tem.arrayCopy(), in five effective lines of code (eLOC). The
implementation of the function System.arrayCopy() is un-
available in the source code folder. It is implemented in
native code using JNI. From this, we can see that analyzing
JDK functions is challenging.

Due to these reasons, library function models are usually
constructed and provided to replace the original implemen-
tation during analysis. These models are code snippets that
have the same functionality as the original library functions
but are much simpler. They can be used in place of the
original functions during software analysis. Note that even
though they are not as efficient or sophisticated as the orig-
inal functions, they are much easier to analyze. Currently,

the majority of models used are manually constructed [27,
11], which represents a substantial burden for the analysis
developers due to the large number of library functions and
their rapid evolution. Furthermore, library functions are
often optimized to achieve high performance. The details
of these optimizations are usually not the essential part of
the functional models. For example, as shown in Fig 2, the
model of the add() function can be represented by simple ar-
ray operations, guarded by a range check predicate. The low
level details of System.arrayCopy() and rangeCheckForAdd()
are not needed in the model. All these factors motivate us
to develop an approach to automatically generate models for
library functions.

2.2 Approach Overview
It is a common practice for library developers to pro-

vide behavior description of library functions in natural lan-
guage in the Application Programming Interface (API) doc-
uments. J2SE’s Javadoc [3] is a typical example of such
API documentation, which offers wealthy information such
as class/interface hierarchies and method description. Our
idea is hence to construct models from API documentation.

In recent years, natural language processing (NLP) tech-
niques have made tremendous progress and have been shown
to be fairly accurate in identifying the grammatical structure
of a natural language sentence [16, 17, 8, 35]. This enables us
to leverage NLP techniques including Word Tagging/Part-
Of-Speech (POS) Tagging [16], Phrase and Clause Parsing
(Chunking) [16] and Syntactic Parsing [15] to acquire se-
mantics of sentences in API documentation.

Basic Idea: Given the documentation of a Java API func-
tion, we leverage an NLP tool to generate the parse trees
of the individual sentences. For each sentence, we match its
parse tree with the tree patterns of a set of predefined primi-
tives, which are small code snippets implementing very basic
functionalities. In particular, we try to identify a subset of
primitives whose tree patterns can cover the entire parse
tree when they are put together. The parameters in the
primitives are also instantiated by the corresponding nodes
in the parse tree. The same procedure is repeated until the
parse trees of all sentences are completely covered. The com-
position of the code snippets corresponding to the identified
primitives produces a model candidate. Since there are mul-
tiple possible parse trees for a sentence and many ways to
cover a tree, multiple candidates are generated. The invalid
ones are filtered out by testing if a candidate behaves differ-
ently from the original library function.
Example. Fig. 2(a) gives part of the documentation of the
library function add (int index, E element) in Fig. 1. The
text can be divided into four parts: (1) the declaration of the
function, including explanations of the parameters (shown
as box 4© in the figure); (2) the functionality of the method
(boxes 2© and 3©); (3) the exception handling logic (box 5©).
We take box 2© as an example to demonstrate our idea. The
parse tree generated by an off-the-shelf NLP tool is shown
in Fig. 2 (b). We perform further processing on the tree,
including transforming the tree structure to accommodate
ambiguity and recognizing parameters, to produce a tree-
like intermediate representation (IR) as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
We then try to use the primitive tree patterns to create a
tiling of the IR. In this case, the tree template of the insert
primitive (as shown in Fig. 2 (d)) alone can cover the whole
IR tree. As such, the model code for the sentence is gener-
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Method specific
information

Primitive provides 
code template

public void add(int index, E element)

Inserts the specified element at the specified position in this list.

Shifts the element currently at that position (if any), 
and any subsequent elements to the right (adds one to their indices).
Parameters:
index:      index at which the specified element is to be inserted
element: element to be inserted
Throws:
IndexOutOfBoundsException: if the index is out of range  (index<0 || index>size())

(a) The partial comments of the method add of the class ArrayList
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5
    elements[index] = element;

    size = size+1;
    for ( int i = size - 1; i > index; i—)
        elements[i] = elements[i-1];

    if (index < 0 || index > size())
        throw new IndexOutOfBoundsException();

public void add(int index, E element) {

}

6

0

9

8

7

(f) Generated Model

elements[index] = element;
(e) Model for “Insert” sentence

Figure 2: Motivation example.

ated as in 9©. Note that the parse tree nodes that denote the
variable names (i.e., “element” and “index”) allow us to
instantiate the parameters o1 and o2 in the primitive. The
code for the other sentence and the exception handling de-
scription is similarly generated. Note that boxes 8© and 9©
have a different order than that in the text. Our technique
generates multiple candidates including those with different
orders and use testing to prune out the invalid ones.

3. DESIGN
Fig. 3 gives the overarching design of our approach. The

whole system takes a Javadoc as input, and uses the Javadoc
parser, pre-processor, text analysis engine, tree transformer,
intermediate representation (IR) generator, model generator
and model validator to generate models. In particular, the
Javadoc parser takes the Javadoc in a structured HTML
format as input and extracts contents from both class and
method description. The pre-processor performs some syn-
onym analysis and enhances the extracted sentences. Then
a tree structure is generated for each sentence by the text
analysis engine which leverages Stanford Parser [16, 24] and
domain specific tags to perform the natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). After that, the tree transformer automati-
cally generates variants for some of those tree structures.
These variants represent the different interpretations of the
sentence in the context of Java programming. The variants
as well as the original tree structure are processed by the IR
generator, which identifies and marks function parameters
in each tree structure. The model generator searches for
tilings of the IRs using the tree patterns of the pre-defined
primitives, and eventually generates multiple model candi-
dates for each function. These candidates are passed to the
model validator to filter out candidates that behave differ-
ently from the original function. The model validator makes
use of Randoop [20] to automatically generate test cases.
The first candidate that passes all the test cases is the re-
sulting class model.

3.1 Pre-processor
The pre-processor accepts the descriptions extracted by

the Javadoc parser and performs three kinds of analysis.
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Figure 3: Overview of our solution

Table 1: The documentation of the method indexOf
of class ArrayList
public int indexOf (Object o)

Returns the index of the first occurrence of the specified element in
this list, or -1 if this list does not contain the element. More formally,
returns the lowest index i such that (o==null ? get(i)==null :

o.equals(get(i))), or -1 if there is no such index.
Specified by:
indexOf in interface List<E>
Overrides:
indexOf in class AbstractList<E>
Parameters:
o - element to search for
Returns:
the index of the first occurrence of the specified element in this list,
or -1 if this list does not contain the element.

Equivalence Analysis. Our pre-processor classifies words
into pre-defined semantic classes based on domain dictio-
naries. For example, the words “adds” and “inserts” are
semantically equivalent in method description. Classifying
them into one category can relieve the effort of identifying
mappings for each word in the generated IRs.
Redundant Information Elimination. We attempt to
remove sentences that are used to elaborate other sentences.
Just to name a few, sentences starting with “in other

words”, “namely”, “More formally”, and “That is to

say” are explanations of other sentences, and they will be
eliminated in our system to prevent redundancy in analysis.
Sentence Augmentation. The sentences in return de-
scriptions and exception descriptions in Javadocs tend to be
incomplete, which makes it difficult for the Stanford parser
to analyze. Our sentence augmentation component aims to
enhance those sentences for easy parsing.

For return descriptions, the verb “return” is often omit-



ted. For example, “true if this list contained the

specified element” is the return description for the re-
move (Object o) method in the ArrayList class. In this case,
our approach checks whether the sentence is under the tag
“return”in the corresponding Javadoc. If so, the verb“Re-
turns” is added to the sentence.

For exception descriptions, the throw behavior and the
exception thrown are typically omitted. For example, “if
this vector is empty” is the exception description for
the lastElement () method in the Vector class. The verb
throw and the exception NoSuchElementException are
missing. In this case, our approach checks whether the sen-
tence is under the tag“throw”in the corresponding Javadoc.
If so, the phrase “Throws NoSuchElementException” is
added to the sentence to augment the original sentence.
Note that the exception name can be easily extracted and
used in the augmentation (e.g. in Fig. 2 (a)).

3.2 Text Analysis Engine
The text analysis engine generates a grammatical tree

structure for each pre-processed sentence through natural
language processing. To do this, we leverage the state-of-
the-art Stanford Parser with domain specific tags.

The Stanford parser parses a sentence and determines
POS tags associated with different words and phrases. These
tags are essential to the generation of the syntactic tree
structure for the sentence. There are some words that rep-
resent nouns in programming while representing adjectives
in general linguistics. For instance, in the sentence “Re-
turns true if this list contains the specified

element.”, “true” should be regarded as a noun in pro-
gramming rather than an adjective. But the Stanford parser
would identify it as an adjective. In addition, the Stan-
ford parser may incorrectly identify some words as nouns
while in fact they should be marked as verbs. For example,
“Returns” in the mentioned description is a verb, but it
is incorrectly identified as a noun by the Stanford parser.
Therefore, a POS restricting component is added to the
Stanford parser to force it to use our pre-defined tags for
some programming-specific words. Some pre-defined tags
are as follows:

• noun: true/false/null
• verb: returns/sets/maps/copies
• adjective: reverse/next/more/empty

3.3 Tree Transformer
The tree transformer transforms the original tree struc-

ture generated by the Stanford parser to produce variants.
Each variant corresponds to a different interpretation of the
sentence. We need to generate multiple interpretations of a
sentence due to ambiguities in natural languages, and con-
sequently we will generate multiple model candidates which
are passed to the model validator discussed in Section 3.6
to filter out incorrect models. Text analysis engines like
the Stanford parser are able to generate multiple trees with
different semantics. Unfortunately these parsers cannot un-
derstand the real semantic of a sentence, especially when
domain knowledge is involved. The Stanford parser can gen-
erate k parse trees for a sentence with k given by the user.
However, there is no way for the parser to guarantee that the
tree with the expected meaning is generated for a sentence
even with a large k.

Returns

the head

of

this deque, or null if this deque is empty

If this deque is empty, returns 

the head of this deque, or 

null.

Returns

the head

of

this deque null if this deque is empty

Returns the head of this deque, 

or returns the head of null if this 

deque is empty.

, or

Figure 4: Syntactic trees with unexpected meanings

Take the method description “Returns the head of

this deque, or null if this deque is empty” as an
example and we set the value of k as 20. None of the 20
parse trees generated by the Stanford parser gives the exact
meaning conveyed by this sentence in the context of pro-
gramming, which should be “Returns the head of this

deque, or returns null if this deque is empty”.
Two of the trees with unexpected meanings are shown in
Fig. 4. Some subtrees are summarized to be one tree node
to save space. For example, the left tree expresses “If this

deque is empty, returns the head of this deque,

or null”while the right tree conveys “Returns the head

of this deque, or returns the head of null if

this deque is empty”.
If the value of k is large, a lot of computation will be

wasted in generating and analyzing trees with incorrect mean-
ings. Through an analysis of the generated trees, we found
that in most cases, the Stanford parser is good at recogniz-
ing individual phrases of a sentence in the context of pro-
gramming, and the places where ambiguity arises are those
phrases starting with “, or” and “, and”. We also discov-
ered that by lifting up or pushing down the node “, or” or
“, and” and its right siblings for only a few number of times
in the tree produced by the Stanford parser1, we can get the
tree which conveys the expected meaning of the sentences.

Thus we propose Algorithm 1 to transform the parse tree
from the Stanford parser to produce a set of variants by
repositioning only the conjunctive nodes. This algorithm
takes the root of the tree generated by the Stanford parser
as an input and produces a set of tree variants, represented
by variantSet.

First, variantSet is initialized to contain only the original
tree root (lines 1-2). Then, the main loop is executed to gen-
erate variants (lines 3-11). In each iteration, lines 5-7 make
a transformation of each tree in variantSet to get variants
and add them back to variantSet. The transformation pro-
cess is the function transform() shown in Fig. 5. When the
set does not change any more (line 8), a fix-point is reached,
meaning all possible variants have been identified, and the
process terminates.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, for each tree node n, if it is a
node representing “,” and its right sibling node represents
“or” or “and”, the function transforms the tree by lifting up
and pushing down the node n and all its right siblings. The

1The parser by default returns a single tree that it considers
having the highest probability of denoting the real semantics
of the sentence.



transform(r, n) =

c∈Children(n)
⋃

c

transform(r, c) ∪

{

liftUp(r, n) ∪ pushDown(r, n) : a “,” node followed by a “or” or “and” node

∅ : otherwise

Figure 5: Function transformation

Algorithm 1 Transforming one Tree Node: function trans-
formTree

Input: root - root of the original tree node
Output: variantSet - a set of variants of the original tree node

1: variantSet ← ∅
2: variantSet ← variantSet ∪ root

3: while true do

4: oldSet ← variantSet

5: for all tree ∈ variantSet do

6: variantSet ← variantSet ∪ transform(tree, tree)
7: end for

8: if variantSet == oldSet then

9: break

10: end if

11: end while

12: return variantSet;
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Figure 6: Lifting up and pushing down nodes. The

shaded nodes are repositioned.

lifting up operation is shown in Fig. 6(a) while the pushing
down operation is shown in Fig. 6(b). In other cases, the
tree keeps unchanged.

Consider the documentation in Table 1. The left tree
in Fig. 7 is generated by the Stanford parser for the sen-
tence “Returns the index of the first occurrence

of the specified element in this list, or -1 if

this list does not contain the element”. From
this tree, we get the semantics “Returns the index of

the first occurrence of the specified element

in this list, or returns the index of the first

occurrence of -1 if this list does not contain

the element”. which is not the expected meaning of this
comment sentence. By lifting up the nodes “,”, “or”, and
“-1 if this list does not contain the element”
on the seventh layer of the left tree five times, we get the
tree on the right, which conveys the exact meaning of this
comment. Note that since our tool does not know which
variant represents the intended meaning, it generates all of
them and then selects the right one through testing. From
Fig. 7, we can see that the number of variants generated by
lifting up the left tree is five which is acceptable.

3.4 Intermediate Representation Generator
Our intermediate representation generator manipulates trees

generated by the tree transformer to constructs IRs by sub-
stituting subtrees, identifying parameters, and adding labels
based on programming domain knowledge. We cannot di-
rectly translate a generated tree to code unless we associate
tree nodes with code artifacts. To achieve this, our IR gen-
erator performs two major tasks: (1) Parameter recognition,
which identifies parameters; (2) Loop and conditional struc-
ture recognition.

Parameter Recognition: This component recognizes pa-
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Figure 7: Lifting up nodes example.

rameters in method descriptions. Javadocs refer to parame-
ters using several different descriptions which are summa-
rized as patterns shown in column “Pattern” in Table 2.
However, due to the complexity and ambiguity of natural
languages, these patterns may not always imply parameters.
In some cases, even the occurrences of the same word as the
parameter name do not indicate the corresponding param-
eter. For example, the description of the method set(int
index, E element) in the class ArrayList is “replaces the

element at the specified position in this list

with the specified element”. The phase ‘the el-

ement’ does not refer to the parameter element, but ‘the
specified element’ does. Our solution is again to gener-
ate all possibilities and let the model validator to determine
the right mappings (of parse tree nodes to parameters).

Algorithm 2 describes the process of recognizing place-
holders of parameters in method description. It takes three
arguments, i.e., all the parameters of the method being mod-
eled params, the root of the parse tree root, and a predefined
list of synonyms synonyms. The output of this algorithm
is represented as irSet, which is a set of IRs generated by
recognizing parameters of the tree. The algorithm works
as follows. The first step is to initialize irSet to contain the
original tree root (lines 1-2). Next, the main loop is executed
to recognize parameters in root (lines 3-9). The algorithm
recognizes the parameters one by one with each iteration re-
sponsible for recognizing one parameter on the tree(s). Since
there are multiple possible places that indicate a parameter,
multiple trees may be generated by associating the parame-
ter with different tree nodes. Each iteration in the loop 5-6
handles one tree ir from the previous round. The result-
ing trees are stored in newSet. Recognizing a variable on a
tree is done through a recursive function traverse() shown
in Fig. 8, which tries to match the parameter with each tree
node. Since the parameter can match multiple nodes (cor-
responding to that there are multiple words that seem to
mean the parameter), the function may produce multiple
trees, each representing one possible match. At the end,
each tree in irSet is a tree with recognized parameters and
each tree node represents at most one parameter.



Algorithm 2 Identifying Parameters in one Tree: function
identifyParams

Input: params - all the parameters of the method being modeled
root - root of the original tree node
synonyms - the predefined list of synonyms

Output: irSet - a set of IRs after recognizing parameters

1: irSet ← ∅
2: irSet ← irSet ∪ root

3: for all param ∈ params do

4: newSet ← ∅
5: for all ir ∈ irSet do

6: newSet ← newSet ∪ traverse(ir, param)
7: end for

8: irSet ← newSet

9: end for

10: return irSet;

traverse(t, p) =

c∈Children(t)
⋃

c

traverse(c, p) ∪ recParam(t, p)

Figure 8: The function traverse

Function recParam() in Fig. 8 is to recognize a parameter
by pattern matching. The patterns are described in Table 2.
Particularly, if a subtree rooted at t matches a tree pattern
in the first column and satisfies the condition in the second
column, t is replaced with a node representing the parame-
ter. The third column shows some examples. For example,
the rule in the first row means that, if a subtree denoting a
phase “the w1 w2” is observed and the concatenation of w1

and w2 is a synonym of the parameter name. The subtree
is replaced with a node representing the parameter. Other
rules are similarly defined.

It is worthy mentioning that we take special care of the
word “this”as it often has special meanings in our context.
In particular, for every occurrence of phrase “this WORD”
with WORD being the class name or its abbreviation, we
label the corresponding tree node with a special tag this, in-
dicating the code (to be generated) operates on the receiver
object. For example, “this list” is used to represent the
receiver ArrayList object in the documentation of ArrayList.

Take the right tree in Fig. 7 as an example. According to
the second rule, our approach substitutes the subtree repre-
senting “the specified element”with a node represent-
ing variable o, which is further tagged with “this” due to
the phrase “in this list”.

Structure Recognition: This component recognizes pro-
gramming structures indicated in method descriptions. Doc-
umentation descriptions use some special words to specify
how the behavior is carried out, such as the condition under
which the behavior will execute and how many times the
behavior should execute. These restrictions are projected to
programming structures, like loops and conditionals, which
are vital for generating models. Our approach recognizes
these structures by recognizing subtrees containing the spe-
cial words, and substituting subtrees as well as adding tags.

Loop structure. Plurals and singular nouns modified by
“each” tend to imply that the behavior should be executed
for multiple times, which indicates a loop structure. For
example, the phrase “all of the elements” in the sen-
tence “Inserts all of the elements in the speci-

fied collection into this list, starting at the

specified position” of the method addAll(int index,
Collection<? extends E> c) in ArrayList, indicates that

the insert operation should execute multiple times. Thus
the model for this behavior must have a loop structure. In
this case, our approach adds a loop tag to the IR and sub-
stitutes the subtree representing “all of the elements”
with a node representing“elements”. Some phrases in nat-
ural language do not explicitly indicate a loop structure.
Instead, they can imply the iteration order. For example,
the subtree representing “the first occurrence of” in
Fig. 9(a) implies that if there is a loop structure for this
behavior, it should iterate from left to right. In this case,
our approach adds a ltr tag to the IR and trims the subtree
representing “the first occurrence of”.

Conditional structure. Words like “if” and “when” in natu-
ral languages indicate a conditional statement in program-
ming while words like “otherwise” indicate an else branch.
Our approach adds tags if and else to the subtree that is
modified by these words. For example in Fig. 9(a), an if
tag is added to the subtree representing “-1”. In addition,
our technique recognizes whether the description is affirma-
tive or negative to determine the condition of the if state-
ment. For example, the behavior “contain” in Fig. 9(a)
is modified by “does not”. It means that the condition of
the if statement should be the negation of the result of the
contains behavior. In such cases, our approach trims the
subtree representing “does not” and adds a flag “-” to the
node representing “contain”. For instance, we get the IR
in Fig. 9(b) by recognizing structures of the IR in Fig. 9(a).

3.5 Model Generator
In this section, we introduce our method of generating

models based on IRs. For each IR, a tiling by the tree pat-
terns of primitives is identified. The corresponding code
snippets of the primitives are assembled to constitute the
model of the IR. The code snippets for all the IRs in a
method description are further integrated to gain the method
model. The class model is eventually generated based on
the individual method models and the class information col-
lected earlier. Since one sentence can have multiple IRs,
multiple method/class model candidates are generated.

For all the Java container classes (e.g. lists, queues, and
stacks), we observe that it is sufficient to use a one-dimensional
array to model them. As such, many of our primitives
are essentially operations manipulating the underlying one-
dimensional array. Using primitives avoids generating mod-
els from simple and low-level expressions and statements,
which requires exploring a very large search space for the
proper combination. Table 3 presents part of the pre-defined
primitives. Each primitive has a tree pattern and a piece of
code template (on the underlying one-dimensional array).
The tree pattern describes the syntactic structure of the de-
scription of the primitive. It is used to cover part of an IR
tree to create a tiling.

Each cell in the table includes the name of the primitive,
the description, and the tree pattern. The corresponding
code templates are elided. Each primitive has a set of pa-
rameters, which are also denoted in the tree pattern. The
primitive insert(o1, o2) represents the functionality of insert-
ing an object o1 to o2. The corresponding code template
implements this functionality on the one-dimensional array.
Its tree pattern essentially describes how such functionality
is expressed in a natural language and hence can be used for
IR tree tiling. We also have other primitives such as copy
and apply. We have a total of 12 primitives.



Table 2: Patterns for Labeling a Parameter n. Symbols w, w1 and w2 denote words.
Pattern Condition Example

the w1 w2

w1, w2 and n are synonymous setSize(int newSize) in StringBuffer : “Throws ArrayIndexOut-
OfBoundsException if the new size is negative”.

the specified w

w and n are synonymous get(int index) in ArrayList: “Returns the element at the specified
position in this list”.

the w specified

w and n are synonymous add(int index, Attribute object) in AttributeList: “Inserts the
attribute specified as an element at the position specified”.

the specified w

w == the type of n add(Attribute object) in AttributeList: “Adds the Attribute spec-
ified as the last element of the list”.

the w specified

w == the type of n append(StringBuffer sb) in StringBuffer : “Appends the specified
StringBuffer to this sequence”.

the w argument

w == the type of n append(char c) in StringBuffer : “Appends the string represen-
tation of the char argument to this sequence”.

the argument

removeElement(Object obj) in Vector : “Removes the first
(lowest-indexed) occurrence of the argument from this vector”.

the w

w and n are synonymous set(int index, E element) in ArrayList: “Replaces the element at
the specified position in this list with the specified element”.

return

the index

contain

!1

"or

the element oo
tag:this

if

this list

does not

of

the first 
occurrence

of

(a) IRs after parameter recognition

return

the index
tag: ltr

contain
tag: -

-1
tag: if

!or

the element oo
tag:this

of

this list

(b) IRs after structure recognition

int index1 = -1;
if(o == null) {
    for(int i=0; i<size; i++) {
        if(elements[i] == null) {

    index1 = i;
    break;
}

    }
} else {
    for(int i=0; i<size; i++) {
        if(o.equals(elements[i])) {

    index1 = i;
    break;
}

    }
}

int index2 = -1;
if(o == null) {
    for(int i=0; i<size; i++) {
        if(elements[i] == null) {

    index2 = i;
    break;
}

    }
} else {
    for(int i=0; i<size; i++) {
        if(o.equals(elements[i])) {

    index2 = i;
    break;
}

    }
}

if (index2 == -1) return -1;
else return index1;

1 2

3

(c) Model

Figure 9: IRs and Model.

The tiling algorithm is very similar to that used in com-
piler code generation [10]. It is a greedy algorithm that tries
to cover an IR tree from the root to the leaves. Particularly,
it first tries to cover a subtree starting from the root (of the
original tree). It then tries to cover the remaining parts of
the tree, until a tiling is found.

Example. Consider the IR tree in Fig. 9(b). The algorithm
first covers the top part of the tree with the pattern of the
primitive return, which returns different values depending
on a condition. It then covers the left sub-tree with the
indexOf primitive and the right sub-tree with the contain
primitive. The tiling is shown in Fig. 10. The resulting code
is shown in Fig. 9 with the order of 1©, 2©, and then 3©.
Observe that the code generation is bottom up: boxes 1©
and 2© for the indexOf and contain primitives, respectively,
and then box 3© is for return. Also observe that although the
generated model functions correctly, it is a bit redundant as
the code templates for the first two primitives are essentially
the same. This redundancy is easily precluded through a
post-processing step.

We will assemble code snippets of each IR to form the
method model, during which procedure, our technique also
explores the different orders of the code snippets.

3.6 Model Validator
As pointed out before, our approach can generate multiple

model candidates due to the ambiguity of natural languages
and the limitation of current NLP tools. But most of them
have inconsistent behaviors with the original library, which

return
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contain
tag: -

this

-1
tag: if
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o

L

L: C1<-indexOf(o,this,ltr) R: C2<- (-contain(this, o)) T: C3<-return(C1,-1,C2)

T

R

Figure 10: Tiling an intermediate representation.

makes it necessary to filter out the inconsistent model can-
didates. Our model validator accepts multiple model can-
didates and excludes the candidates that behave differently
from the original method. We leverage the existing work,
Randoop [20], which can automatically generate test suites
for Java classes to help us check whether the generated mod-
els preserve the behavior of the original method(s). For each
class, we generate 720 test cases on average.

4. EVALUATION
We have implemented a prototype and conducted a set of

experiments to evaluate the prototype. In our evaluation,
we focus on two aspects:

1. The effectiveness of the model generation technique.

2. Using the generated models in other analyses.



Table 3: Primitives
copy(o1, o2): Copy the content
specified by o1 into the destina-
tion o2.

copy o1 into o2

return(o1, o2, o3): Return o2 if
condition o3 holds, o1 otherwise.

return o1 , or

o2 o3

throw(o): Throw an exception
specified by o.

throw o

remove(o): Remove ob-
ject o from the container.

remove o(tag:this)

insert(o1, o2): Insert object o1 at
a location specified by o2.

insert

o1

at/to o2(tag:this)

isEmpty(o): Check whether o is
(not) an empty container.

o

(−)?is empty

shift(o): Left/right shift an ob-
ject o.

shift

o1

to left/right

set(o1, o2): Set a field o1 of
the receiver object to o2.

set

o1(tag:this)

with o2

apply(o1, o2): Appy a primitive
operation o1 to an object o2.

apply

o1

to/for o2

contain(o1, o2): Check whether
the container o1 (does not) con-
tains the object o2.

o1

(−)?contain o2

indexOf(o1, o2, t): Get the in-
dex of o1 in o2 by searching el-
ements contained in o2.

the index(tag:t)

of o1(tag : o2)

elementAt(i): get the element
at the position specified by in-
dex i.

the element

at i

Table 4: Overall Result
Class #T #M % #C GT VT #CN

ArrayList 34 29 85.29% 128 5.85 13876 490

Vector 54 46 85.19% 512 8.22 52833 500

Stack 6 5 83.33% 1 2.52 102 1

ArrayDeque 36 35 97.22% 64 7.26 6922 756
LinkedList 42 41 97.62% 8192 8.12 877281 545

HashMap 28 23 82.14% 128 5.85 14447 1337

LinkedHashMap 15 14 93.33% 1 4.35 108 667

HashSet 13 12 92.31% 1 3.06 107 726

LinkedHashSet 5 4 80.00% 1 2.50 107 641

AttributeList 15 11 73.33% 2 2.57 218 638

RoleList 14 9 64.29% 2 2.09 109 836
RoleUnresolvedList 14 9 64.29% 1 1.81 109 886

StringBuffer 54 40 74.07% 1 14.81 107 950

StringBuilder 54 40 74.07% 1 13.51 109 1098

Summary 397 326 82.12%

If not specified in the following sections, the evaluation
was conducted on a machine with Intel(R) CoreTMi7-3770
CPU (3.4 GHz) and 8GB main memory. The operating
system is Ubuntu 12.04, and the JDK version is 7.

4.1 Effectiveness in Model Generation
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model generation, we

applied it to 14 Java container-like classes.
Table 4 shows the results. Column “Class” lists the names

of the modeled classes, which are grouped by different pack-
ages. The packages from top to bottom are respectively
java.util, javax.management, javax.management.relation, and
java.lang. For each class, column “#T” lists the total num-
ber of methods of the original JDK class. Column“#M”lists
the number of methods that our tool can successfully model.
Here the models are functionally equivalent to the original
methods. Column “%” lists the ratio of modeled methods to
total methods. Column“#C” lists the number of model can-
didates for each class. Column “GT” lists the time used to
generate class model candidates in seconds. Column “VT”
lists the time used to validate class models using Randoop
in seconds. Column “#CN” lists the average number of test
cases generated by Randoop. Row“Summary” lists the total
numbers for columns “#T” and“#M”, and gives the average
of column “%”.

From the results in Table 4, we have the following obser-
vations. First, we can generate models for most methods
in these classes, which indicates the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. For the last five classes, the percentage is relatively
low. The low ratios of the classes AttributeList, RoleList and
RoleUnresolvedList result from the incompleteness of their
documentations. For example, the method add(int index,

Object element) in AttributeList should throw an exception
(java.lang.IndexOutOfBoundsException) when index is less
than 0 or greater than the length of this list. But no sen-
tences describe this behavior which makes it impossible for
our tool to generate the corresponding code. Our approach
handles each sentence separately while descriptions of some
methods use several sentences to depict one primitive behav-
ior. This leads to the low ratios of the classes StringBuffer,
and StringBuilder. Take the method insert(int index, char[]
str, int offset, int len) of StringBuffer as an example. The
insertion operation is described using the following three
sentences: “Inserts the string representation of

a subarray of the str array argument into this

sequence. The subarray begins at the specified

offset and extends len chars. The characters of

the subarray are inserted into this sequence at

the position indicated by index”. Currently, our ap-
proach cannot handle such cases. We plan to correlate mul-
tiple sentences in the future. Second, both the time used
to generate models and the time used to verify models are
acceptable. The time used to generate models for String-
Buffer and StringBuilder are much longer than that of the
other classes, which results from the fact that there are much
more sentences to be analyzed in these two classes. Much
of the time used to verify models is spent in generating test
cases by Randoop. The average time used to generate a se-
ries of test cases for one class model is 108 seconds. Third,
the validation time and the number of the candidates has
linear relationship.

The pie charts in Fig 11 show more statistics. Fig. 11(a)
gives the distribution of the tree variants derived from a tree
due to the lift-up and push-down transformations. Each
tree corresponds to one sentence. Fig. 11(b) presents the
distribution of the number of IRs derived from a tree af-
ter parameter recognition. Fig. 11(c) shows the distribution
of the numbers of models generated for a sentence. From
these three pie charts, we can see that the number of gen-
erated models of each sentence is not simply the product
of the number of tree variants and the number of IRs of
each tree variant. The reason is that we cannot gener-
ate models for some IRs which cannot be tiled with our
proposed primitives. Fig. 11(d) shows the distribution of
the number of model candidates generated for each method.
Only one model is generated for a method in the majority
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cases(88.48%), and the maximum number of models for a
method is 4 with a percentage of 1.52%, which is acceptable
for the validation step.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the line of code between
our models and the original JDK. We counted the line of
code for all functions including its dependencies, and di-
vided the line of code of the original JDK by ours. From
the chart we can see that for normal cases, the original JDK
is 1 to 13 times larger than our models. There are some
cases that our models are larger because some JDK meth-
ods calls JNI functions like System.arrayCopy(), while our
models are completely implemented in Java. And there are
some extremal cases that the code size is large, such as the
model for HashMap.clone(), which needs to check bound-
aries and clone all objects inside it.

Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the appearances of the
primitives in documentation. We observe that add, remove
and shift take a large portion because our models focus on
container classes. The primitive throw takes a large por-
tion as well because Java API document clearly defines this
behavior for many functions.

Fig. 14 shows the number of primitives used to model each
method. Most methods can be constructed by only a few
primitives.

4.2 Our Models in Static Taint Analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our models

in static analysis, we conduct a taint analysis on Android
that detects the undesirable disclosures of user inputs to
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public channels on 96 apps that were previously known to
have user input disclosures. We limit the sinks to Inter-
net access and Log writing, and set a 30 minutes timeout
for each app in our experiment. We first run the analysis
with the original JDK source code and then replace part of
the JDK with our models and then compare the number of
information leak warnings reported and the performance.

Among the 96 apps, 1 app does not have any use of the
modeled methods and is hence excluded; 8 other apps are
also eliminated because they time out or run out of memory
using both our models and the JDK implementation. The
results of the remaining 87 apps are summarized as follows.
Effectiveness. The analysis reports the same set of infor-
mation leak warnings for both versions for almost all apps,
except app com.yes123.mobile which is reported to have 16
paths using our models and 14 paths using JDK. We manu-
ally inspect the differences and find that the two paths con-
tain invocations of ArrayList.toArray(Object[]). The JDK
implementation calls a JNI method System.arrayCopy() to
copy data from the 1st argument to the 3rd argument. Our
model provides an implementation of the functionality such
that static analysis is not blocked by the absence of Java
code. We have also found 51 of the 87 apps have similar
JNI calls such that the static analysis cannot handle those
calls properly. However, since those calls are not on any
leak path from the source to the sink, they do not induce
differences in the bug report.
Efficiency. Fig. 15 shows the performance comparison by
presenting the distribution of the improvement. The per-
formance improves more than 10% for 51 apps by using our
model. The maximum improvement is 50% and the aver-
age is 16%, even with a small portion of the JDK library
replaced by our models.

4.3 Our Models in Dynamic Slicing
In addition to the static taint analysis on Android appli-

cations discussed in Section 4.2, we also evaluate our mod-
els in dynamic program analysis techniques, namely, Java
dynamic slicing. We utilize JavaSlicer [4] and 5 benchmark
programs including SPECJBB [7], FunkyJFilter [2], ListAp-
pend [6], batik in DaCapo [1], and some unit tests with
JTreg [5]. JavaSlicer is a dynamic slicing tool. We first run
the program with JavaSlicer and inputs. During runtime,
JavaSlicer collects traces of the execution of this program.
Then for each benchmark program, we choose one variable
as the input, and JavaSlicer reports the number of unique
Java bytecode instructions and all the detailed instructions
in the dynamic slice for this given variable. Note that an in-
struction that gets executed multiple times is reported only
once. For all the 5 benchmark programs, we run them with
parameters given as examples in their manuals, and choose
the generated result value as the starting point of the slicing.



Table 5: Dynamic slicing results
Naive approach Our model

slice size time slice size time
SPECJBB 564 1.76 393 0.73

FunkyJFilter 629 2.18 5 2.16
ListAppend 7,050 12.79 504 5.9

Batik 35,721 1,973.65 5,516 295.77
Unit Tests 32 0.39 3 0.36

All experiments are conducted successfully.
To demonstrate the results, we compare our models with

a naive approach that considers any output of a method
depends on all the inputs. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 5. The first column lists the names of the benchmark
programs. For each program, we show the size of the slice
and the running time of using the naive approach (column 2
and 3, respectively), and using our models (column 4 and 5,
respectively). As shown in the table, for all the programs,
JavaSlicer produces slices of smaller size with our models
than the naive approach. Due to the characters of these dif-
ferent benchmarks, we get different results. On average, the
slice size is 32 times smaller due to the higher precision of our
models. For the same reason, it takes less time to produce
slices using our models than using the naive approach.

5. LIMITATIONS
Our technique heavily depends on the quality of documen-

tation. If the documentation is incomplete or uses strange
syntax or wordings, our tool may not generate the correct
models. This is a general limitation for many NLP based
techniques [37, 30]. Our technique relies on a set of syn-
tactic patterns to recognize parameters and primitive oper-
ations. These patterns are mainly derived from Javedocs.
They may not be generally applicable. However, we argue
that our technique is general in principle and it is a valu-
able step towards automated model generation, which is a
hard problem in general. We envision the writing style of
documentation may not change as frequently as the library
implementation. As a result, our technique can serve as an
automated approach to quickly generate models for a large
number of library functions, as demonstrated by our results.
In the future, it may be a beneficial practice to enforce a
fixed documentation style.

Furthermore, our current study largely focuses on container-
like libraries as they are the most widely used category. It
is very difficult to model the precise functionalities of some
special-purpose libraries such as math libraries. However,
we also observe that having the precise models for those li-
braries are unnecessary in many applications. For example,
the input-output dependencies of most math library func-
tions are very simple, despite their complex computation.

It is also possible that the test cases used in model val-
idation are not sufficient so that we admit some incorrect
models. Even though we have not encountered such prob-
lems in our experience, it would be interesting to use more
rigorous validation techniques such as equivalence checking.

6. RELATED WORK
Our approach is related to previous works closely on two

areas: documentation analysis and environment modeling.
Documentation analysis. Previous researchers analyze
natural language documents for many purposes. [22] pro-
poses methods to infer method specifications from API de-

scriptions. [37, 14] try to detect code-document inconsis-
tencies by leveraging NLP and program analysis. [36] gives
programmers suggestions for usage of APIs based on mining
the usage patterns. [28, 25] analyze bug reports to remove
duplicates. [26] tries to help generate use cases in real world
development by inspecting language documents. [30, 29] use
comments with other techniques to detect inconsistencies be-
tween comments and code. In contrast to these approaches,
our approach aims to help program analysis by constructing
models for libraries. We only use Javadocs, but the approach
can be easily expanded to other types of natural language
documents, e.g. comments, bug reports.
Environment modeling. To reduce manual efforts for
environment models, various approaches [11, 27] have been
proposed. [32] derives environment models from user-provided
environment assumptions which capture ordering relation-
ships among program actions. OCSEGen [31] is an envi-
ronment generation tool for open components and systems,
which generates both drivers and environment stubs by an-
alyzing Java byte-code. Modgen [12] makes uses of program
slicing to generate an abstract model of a class, and it fo-
cuses on optimization of library classes by reducing their
complexity. [33] discusses these two mentioned tools on how
they can be applied to generate Android environment mod-
els. [23] acquires the input-output specification by sampling
given binary implementations of the methods being mod-
eled, and uses SMT solver to construct models which satisfy
the specification. Unlike previous approaches, we automat-
ically construct environment models by analyzing Javadocs
which give abundant information about the behaviors of
each library method.

7. CONCLUSION
Based on the idea of applying natural language process-

ing techniques and program analysis techniques to model
libraries, we identify and overcome the challenges of apply-
ing NLP techniques on real code generation, and build a
prototype of a modeling tool that can automatically gen-
erate simplified code for Java container-like libraries from
Javadocs. On average, the size of the generated model is
only one third of that of the original code base. We also ap-
ply our technique to help other program analysis that needs
reasoning software runtime environment. The results show
that our models can help both static and dynamic analysis.
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